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Evolution Music 
 
Evolution Music is a name well known by anyone who follows the 
heavy metal scene in Johannesburg.  Owned and run by Alan and 
Yvonne Pennicott, Evolution Music manages and promotes one of 
Jo’burg’s most successful metal bands, Agro, who after 11 years and 
six albums has recently been signed by German record label 
Armageddon.  They are also the organisers of the annual Mother Fudd 
heavy metal and hard rock festival. 
 
If you like your music heavy, hard and loud, Mother Fudd is your 
dream festival.  It showcases some of the best new as well as 
established bands such as Agro, Sacrifist, Deity’s Muse, The 
Construct, Erebus, Misery Cord and Debris to name only a few.  
Bands from the coast (e.g. Stillborn from Port Elizabeth and Breach 
from Grahams Town) and neighbouring countries (e.g. Metal Orizon 
from Botswana) have also performed at previous MF festivals. 
 
The weekend long festival usually kicks off with a huge party at the 
venue on the Friday night featuring the best heavy music from all eras 
and metal genres.  Head-banging and moshpits are in order since 
everyone is there for the same reason: to enjoy and party to all the 
favourite songs that you usually only hear at home and in your car.  
There is a full bar for all your drinking requirements in case you forgot 
to pack your beverage of choice. 
 
Since the venues always have camping facilities fans don’t have to go 
far to get some shut eye before bands take to the stage on Saturday.  
The bands usually play into the early hours of Sunday morning.  This 
festival is not for the faint hearted.  No commercial bands will be 
found on the bill but rather the cream of SA’s metal and hard rock 
crop.  You might never hear these bands on radio and that’s even 
more reason to be there. 
 
Alan and Yvonne select the bands personally to ensure the standard 
of music is of the highest.  No one can argue that these bands just 
make a noise since each ones talents in song writing and 
musicianship is undeniable. 
 
Yvonne was kind enough to afford me time out of her busy day to ask 
her some questions. 
 
 
Sub Kulture:   How did Evolution Music get started? 
 
Yvonne Pennicott: My son Shane is in the band Agro and it was 

evident from the start that they have what it 
takes to be a ground breaking metal band.  
Alan and I got Evolution Music going in order 
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to promote them.  We also promoted a band 
called Gorelock but the majority of the band 
wanted to play Punk, Evolution will only 
promote Metal and we could not see this 
working as our believe in music was different. 
The band decided to go their own way and 
eventually broke up. One of the members 
moved to the UK he was the only one 
supporting Metal.  

 
SK: Are you planning on promoting and managing 

other bands in the near future? 
 
YP: Not at this stage.  Some bands have 

approached me and I do what I can to help or 
advise them after hours.  But we aren’t taking 
on bands to manage at the moment. One 
however does not know what the future 
holds. 

 
SK: What would you say is the biggest struggle in 

the South African heavy metal scene? 
 
YP: Promotion.  The radio stations in this country 

do not do anything to promote heavy bands.  
As soon as they hear it’s a heavy metal or a 
hard rock band it seems as if you are black 
listed and they won’t promote you.  There is 
such a big underground following though.  
Maybe now that there has been such a good 
response to Metallica coming out the radio 
stations will recognise the market for heavy 
music and not just the commercial stuff.  
Barney Simon did more for South African 
heavy metal than people realise. 

 
SK:  Would you say venues are a problem? 
 
YP: Yes, It’s a very big problem.  There are very 

few venues and not just for metal bands.  
Certain venues that we do have don’t really 
look after the bands that play there.  They 
hardly put effort into promoting an event or 
organising the necessary sound equipment. 

 
SK: Do you think there is a lot of potential for 

South African metal to go international? 
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YP: Yes, most definitely.  I am doing some promo 
work in Germany via the internet.  They are 
very impressed with South African metal 
which is quite different to what they are use 
to.  They have been showing a lot of interest. 
I will be sending the Mother Fudd DVD to 
some magazine’s and radio stations. 
 

SK: Why do Jo’burg bands seem to stay Jo’burg 
bands and not catch on nationally? 

 
YP: I think they aren’t sure how to go about it.  

The managers usually don’t know how to 
promote nationally.  It is something that 
should be worked on. 

 
SK:  How did the Mother Fudd festival come to be? 
 
YP: I was actually unemployed at the time and 

decided to devote my time and energy to start 
a festival where heavy bands could get 
exposure.  There are so many festivals for 
commercial bands but not for heavy bands. 

 
SK: What do you think the future holds for the 

festival? 
 
YP: Well, the first year we barely broke even but it 

does seem to be getting bigger each year.  I 
hope to have it on a level where all the bands 
could have food and drink supplied and get 
paid for playing as currently they are doing it 
for the love of music and to gain exposure. 

 
SK:  When will the next MF festival be? 
 
YP: It will be the first weekend of February 2007.  

We are still finalising the venue. 
 
SK:  What music do you enjoy? 
 
YP: Metal.  I grew up on Uriah Heep and Deep 

Purple so I am a huge fan. 
 
SK: Lastly, what advice could you give to the new 

bands on the scene? 
 
YP: Ok time for some trade secrets! 
                                      Always involve your audience.  
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                                      Learn how to take criticism the bigger you get 
the more you will come across criticism. 

                                      Have band meetings to clear the air, but have 
                                      Someone to control the meeting in case it 

gets out of hand. We are all human and being 
in a band does brew up differences. Leave the 
meeting happy. 

                                      Learn your place on stage, for example if the 
guitarist or drummer has to do a solo. Let 
them do it don’t get in the way. 

                                      Shine on stage, enjoy what you are doing 
after all this is what you want to do. 

 Don’t give up if you get turned down by any 
record label, radio etc. Carry on. Get onto the 
internet and get you CD to magazines, Radio 
stations overseas. Get known this way first, 
then approach a label and hopefully the label 
would have read an article on you or heard 
you on radio. 

 Try and get a Manager who really believes in 
your band. Not just a smooth talker, be 
careful. 

 Most important is to become friends first and  
enjoy your music. 

 
Anyone interested in more info regarding the Mother Fudd festival and  
the bands that have played there can have a look on the web site  
www.motherfudd.com and also www.agro-metal.com for more  
info on the band that Yvonne and Alan have helped reach  
International recognition. 
 
********************** 
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